
future 
vinay patel: screenwriter and playwright. 

something that will exist or happen in time to come. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

read 

you stupid darkness! (sam steiner) 

i feel like it’s slightly cheating to pick a friend’s play but i adored sam steiner’s "you stupid 
darkness!” because it presents a future where the terrible things you expect to have 
happened, have happened but it’s also a story that believes in the resilience of human 
goodness. 

 

 

quote  

the future is already here - it’s just not evenly distributed. 

- william gibson 

 



 

write 

take a modern-day scene you’ve written. re-write it placing it 50 years in the past from 
when it’s set. 

do the same again but placing in the future. 

 

what changes? 

how are each of these “worlds” demonstrated? 

how does it shift the characters, the action, the language? 

 

 

about vinay 

vinay’s debut play, true brits, premiered at edinburgh fringe 2014 and 
went on to the bush theatre’s radar festival and the vault festival. his 
latest play an adventure premiered at the bush theatre where it was 
directed by bush artistic director madani younis.  

vinay has several new plays in development for 2021/22 including work 
with empire productions and the yard theatre/english touring theatre. 

for tv, vinay’s debut murdered by my father was commissioned for bbc3 
and starred adeel akhtar, kiran sonia sawar and mawaan rizwan. it won 2 
rts awards including best single drama and was nominated for three 
baftas including best single drama and the breakthrough talent award for 
vinay. it won the bafta for best leading actor (adeel akhtar) and vinay was 
named a bafta breakthrough brit for his work on the film. 

vinay has written episodes for both series of chris chibnall’s doctor who, 
including the hugo nominated demons of the punjab and fugitive of the 
judoon which aired early 2020 to five-star reviews.  he currently has 
several projects in development across tv and film including a 
contemporary original sci-fi series. 

 

instagram            @vinayskpatel 

twitter                  @VinayPatel 


